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Introduction

The Computer Architecture Department (DAC) has been teaching courses on computer
architecture at the School of Informatics (FIB) since 1976. In 1991, in the framework of the
University Reform Law, the FIB opened a new degree in Informatics Engineering and two
Diplomas in Computer Software and Computer Systems, which replaced the old Computer
Science Degree. Important changes were introduced in the three new degrees, not only in the
contents but also in the organization and course development.
Now, the FIB is asked to review the new degrees and to introduce some minor technical
changes to fulfil the current national laws. It was clear very soon that this was a good
opportunity to undertake a deeper review of contents and teaching methodologies, in the light
of the first six years of life of the new degrees. Therefore, the different departments are
currently involved in such a review. The discussions and debates should conclude in the near
future with a proposal of changes. The main objective of this paper is to present the current
state of the debate in the computer architecture group, first providing the context for the debate
(section 2), and then describing the most important ideas (section 3) and emphasizing the
points that are originating the most interesting discussions (section 4).

1. A slightly version of this paper has been published in IEEE CATC Newsletter, february 1999
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The Context

2.1

The old degree

The Computer Science Degree (the old degree) was opened in 1976. This 5-year degree had an
annual structure. Each academic term had a duration of 25 weeks, from October to June. The
degree had 56 different courses covering: algorithms and data structures, software engineering,
computer architecture, mathematics, statistics, simulation, operation research, digital systems,
computer control, economics and management of organizations. Students had to take 11
compulsory courses and 18 optional courses.
The computer architecture material was covered in three courses:
Computers (first year). The basics of digital systems. Introduction to machine/assembly
language.
Computer Structure (second year). The machine language level. Input/output.
Microprogramming. Cache memories.
Computer Architecture (fourth year). Arithmetic processors. Pipelined processors.
Multiprocessor systems.
Each course had 4 hours of lectures per week (mostly theory lectures). Most of the courses had
an open laboratory where students had to develop project practicals, in groups, under the
guidance of the lecturer, but usually without a clearly stated timetable (except for final
delivering dates). As an example, in the Computer Structure course, students had to develop
some code in assembly language to control the input/output devices of a PC computer.
2.2

The new degrees

The FIB was pioneering in opening, in 1991, the new degree in Informatics Engineering (EI)
and the two Diplomas in Computer Software (ETG) and Computer Systems (ETS), in the
framework of the Spanish University Reform Law.
One of the objectives of the reform was to update the contents of the curricula. In addition, the
curricula adopted a semester structure (which is the standard in the european context) and

some changes in the teaching methodology were introduced. In particular, the courses in the
new degrees have four types of activities: theory lectures, applicative seminars, laboratory
practicals and project practicals. The groups of students for theory lectures may be large (up to
100 students). The groups for applicative seminars and laboratory practicals are smaller, since
the objective is to facilitate the interaction between the student and the lecturer. Finally, project
practicals in open labs follow the same methodology as in the old degree.
The three new degrees share most of the courses. In particular, the first year (which is called
the Selection Phase) is common to EI, ETG and ETS. When the students pass the Selection
Phase then they chose the curriculum they want to follow. Many students (close to 50%) are
unable to pass the Selection Phase and cannot continue their studies in the FIB.
After the Selection Phase, there are still many courses that are shared among the three
curricula. In fact, the Diplomas ETG and ETS are two different subsets of EI plus a small
number of specific courses.
The courses of the new degrees dealing with computer architecture are:
Introduction to Computers (semester 1, 9 credits1). Basics of logic design. Basic
processor organization and machine language.
Computer Structure I (semester 2, 7.5 credits). i80X86 assembly programming. Basics
of input/output. Hardware support for memory management.
Computer Structure II (semester 3, 4.5 credits). Processor-memory interconnection.
Microprogramming. Cache memories. Machine language level design.
Computer Architecture (semester 5, 9 credits). Arithmetic algorithms and processors.
Pipelined processors.
Vector Computers (6 credits). Structure of a vector computer. Machine language.
Vectorization. Programming and performance.
Multiprocessors (6 credits). Types of multiprocessors. Programming languages. Loop
scheduling. Small scale multiprocessors. Compilation. Scalable multiprocessors.
1. One credit corresponds to 10 class hours

Supercomputing (6 credits). Supercomputers. ILP processors. Instruction scheduling.
Cache memories. Prefetch. Programming models. Parallelising compilers.
Specialized Architectures (4.5 credits). Systolic architectures. Communication
processors. Data flow architectures. Neural networks. Graphic processors.
Architectures for Symbolic Processing (4.5 credits). Sequential and parallel LISP
machines. Sequential and parallel Prolog machines.
Algorithms for Parallel Architectures (6 credits). Basic numeric algorithms. Shared
memory algorithms. Distributed memory algorithms. Parallel benchmarks.
The first four courses are compulsory for the EI curriculum. The rest are optional and students
can take them in any semester, once they have passed the Computer Architecture course.
Introduction to Computers and Computer Structure I are also compulsory for ETG and ETS
currucula while Computer Structure II is compulsory for ETS but only optional for ETG. The
optional courses for ETS and ETG are a subset of the remaining courses in EI.
2.3

The review of the new degrees

The reviewing process for the new degrees was started in 1995. A first step was to identify the
problems of the new curricula, in the light of the six first years of experience. There was an
agreement that the major problems are the following:
The personal workload for students is too large, mainly due to an excessive amount of
project practicals, which tend to keep busy students more time than expected.
Students must take a too large number of courses per semester (6 or 7) if they want to
advance in the curriculum at the expected speed.
There is a large number of optional courses (close to 100), which makes very difficult the
planning and organization of the academic term.
There is a lack of specificity in the ETG and ETS diplomas, which seem to be just half
the way to the EI degree.
After identifying the problems, the second step was to establish a few general strategies to

solve these problems. The proposals from the different departments should adhere as much as
possible to these strategies to guarantee the coherence of the reviewed curricula. The most
important strategies are:
Increase the number of credits of the courses (for instance, grouping current courses) so
that students can advance at the expected speed by taking only 4 or 5 courses per
semester (courses should have 7.5 or 9 credits).
To reduce and concentrate the project practicals in a limited number of courses (open lab
courses). A regular course has theory lectures, applicative seminars and lab practicals,
and the student workload is under control. In a open lab course students put into practice
the concepts learned in one or several regular courses. There is still the danger that
students spend more time than expected in project practicals, but this would only happen
in a limited number of courses.
Reduce the amount of optional courses. In particular, eliminate those courses whose
contents may be more appropriate for post graduate studies.
Reorganize the subjects so that students that finish the ETG and ETS diplomas have a
more specific training for professional work on some aspects of computer engineering.
We have agreed that some of the general problems stated above clearly affect to the courses
dealing to computer architecture. In particular, we have a large number of “small” optional
courses, some of them too specific and possibly more adequate for post graduate studies.
Moreover, our optional courses are not oriented enough to provide professional skills. On the
other hand, the majority of our courses do not have project practicals. Therefore, excessive
workload should not be a problems for students in our courses.
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The proposal

Our group must present in the near future a proposal of reorganization for the courses on
computer architecture, according to the strategies described above. This proposal is under
development and this section describes its current state. Some of the aspects have not been
discussed enough yet, so the proposal may suffer important changes.

The main idea is to organize the material into three blocs: Basic Computer Architecture,
Modern Computer Architecture and Supercomputing. The block Basic Computer Architecture
covers the material that must be well known by all graduates in any of the degrees. The block
Modern Computer Architecture covers the material related to the organization and
performance of the computers that the graduated students will likely use in their future jobs
(workstations based on advanced microprocessors and possibly in a small scale multiprocessor
organization). It is expected that graduated students understand how this type of machines
work and are able to write codes that get reasonable performances. Finally, the block
Supercomputing covers the aspects related to organization and programming of
supercomputers. A small number of graduated students will use this class of machines in the
future and should be able to understand and use them efficiently.
In the following section we give some details of the different courses that are included in each
block. The level of description of the different courses is not uniform since, while some of
them are close to the courses that we are currently teaching (particularly those in block Basic
Computer Architecture), others are new and their contents are not clearly defined yet. All
courses have 7.5 or 9 credits.
3.1

Basic Computer Architecture

The objective of this block is to provide a solid foundation of the basis of computer
organization. This block has three courses: Introduction to Computers, Computer Structure I
and Computer Structure II.
Introduction to Computers (semester 1)
The first part of this course covers the basics of logic design: gates, combinational logic, finite
state machines, etc. The second part of the course shows how these blocks are used to build a
simple processor, including the design of the control unit. This simple processor is used to
describe how the computer executes a program stored in memory.
In the lab sessions students use a simulator which runs in a PC to design and test simple logic
circuits.
Computer Structure I (semester 2)

The first part of this course describes the TASM assembler for the i80x86 processor. We
consider only a small subset of the instructions (no more than 15), the complete set of
addressing modes and the basic data types (natural, integer, character and floating point). The
emphasis here is in presenting the machine/assembly language as a support for high level
programming languages so that students understand what is happening in the computer when
their programs are being executed. Therefore, most of the time is spent in describing the
correspondence between typical high level contructions and data types, and their
representation in machine/assembly language.
The second part of the course covers the basics of input/output: controllers, polling and
interrupt mechanisms, and direct memory access. The input/output system is described from
the machine language level. Students should learn to write simple assembly programs to read
controller registers, to capture interrupts or to initiate a direct memory access transfer and wait
for its completion. The hardware concepts related to input/output are not covered in this course
but in the following (Computer Structure II).
In the lab sessions students build simple programs in TASM assembler in a PC. Some sessions
are devoted to the practice of addressing modes to access data structures and the subroutine
mechanism. Some other sessions are devoted to the practice of polling and interrupt
mechanisms.
Computer Structure II (semester 3)
This course focuses on the hardware aspects of basic computer organization. The first part
covers the material related to the computer bus. The key concepts are: bus signals, bus types,
bus addressing and data transfer, timing protocols, arbitration and interrupt mechanisms.
The second part of the course covers the memory subsystem. The key concepts are: cache
memories and hardware support for memory management.
The course has a small number of lab sessions to show the impact of cache and TLB misses on
the performance of programs.
3.2

Modern Computer Architecture

Workstations of today are very different from those of just one or two years ago because they

use techniques that could be find in the past only in supercomputers or in mainframes. The
majority of the graduated students will have to work with such a class of machines in their
jobs. Therefore, they need a solid foundation on how the machine works and how the programs
must be tuned to squeeze more performance from the hardware. The objective of this block is
to provide such a solid foundation. The block has to courses: Computer Architecture and
Performance Tuning of Modern Workstations.
Computer Architecture
This course focuses in the architecture of modern workstations. The course must cover the
following topics:
RISC architecture: machine language level and implementation
Pipelined processors: data path, control, data hazards, branch hazards and exceptions
Superscalar organization
Small

scale

multiprocessor

organization:

cache

coherence,

bus

snooping,

synchronization
The course is developed mainly through theory lectures and applicative seminars. The books
[3] and [5] contain material that is adequate for this course.
Performance Tuning of Modern Workstations
Students that take this course should learn to use efficiently a modern workstation. Therefore it
should be a course with a large amount of lab sessions. The first part of the course covers
single processor tuning. Students learn compiler techniques for instruction scheduling (loop
unrolling, software pipelining) and cache performance (blocking, copying, prefetching), and
also learn their limitations. Then they learn how and when these limitations can be overcome
by an adequate reorganization of data structures and code. The book [1] may be useful for this
part of the course.
The second part of the course covers multiprocessor tuning. It describes a basic shared
memory programming model (loop parallelism, loop scheduling and synchronization
primitives) and basic compiler techniques for automatic parallelization. Again the limitation of

these techniques are shown and students learn to look for and exploit coarse grain parallelism
in the codes and to reduce the parallel overheads (load imbalance, synchronization, false
sharing, etc).
3.3

Supercomputing

A limited number of graduated students may have to work with supercomputers. The objective
of this block is to cover the material related to the architecture and use of supercomputers. This
material is organized into two courses: Architectures for Supercomputing and Algorithms,
Languages and Tools for Supercomputing.
Architectures for Supercomputing
This course describes the architecture of current high performance computers. It should
include the following topics:
Advanced processor architecture
Vector computing
Scalable multiprocessors
The course is developed mainly through theory lectures and applicative seminars. The book [3]
may be useful here.
Algorithms, Languages and Tools for Supercomputing
Students that take this course should learn to use supercomputers efficiently. This is also a
course with a large number of lab sessions. The course should cover:
Tools (programming models and languages, compilers, profiling tools, benchmarks, etc)
Steps in the design of parallel algorithms
Typical algorithmic schemes and data structures for parallel computation
The book [2] contains interesting material for this course.
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Discussion

Our proposal tries to solve the problems that were identified in section 2. On the one hand, the
number of courses has been reduced. On the other hand, the courses have been oriented to
provide professional skills to students, both in the area of widely extended workstations and in
the area of supercomputing. The block Basic Computer Architecture would be compulsory for
EI and ETS. It would be also compulsory for ETG excepting the course Computer Structure II,
that would be only optional since it covers hardware concepts. The block Modern Computer
Architecture would be optional for ETS. The course Computer Architecture in this block would
be compulsory for EI while the course Performance Tuning of Modern Workstations would be
optional. Finally, the block Supercomputing would be optional for EI. To finish, we point out in
the following the aspects of the proposal that have generated more controversy.
Regarding the course Introduction to Computers, the major controversy is on the level of
complexity of the pedagogical processor to be used. Some time ago we used an extremely
simple processor, whose complete design could be described in two pages. It was enough to
introduce the concepts of machine instruction, machine program, etc. However the gap
between such a simple processor and the i80x86 used in the next course was so large that
students were not able to imagine how the i80x86 processor executes its instructions.
Currently, we are discussing what elements should be included in the processor and what
elements should be omitted in order not to complicate it more than necessary. Remember that
Introduction to Computers is taken in the first semester. For this reason, we believe that a
simple processor such the one described in [5] would be too complex for this course.
A second controversy point is the selection of the i80x86 processor to introduce the machineassembly level in the course Computer Structure I. There are two features that make the i80x86
unsuitable as a pedagogical tool:
Its segmented model of memory organization.
The lack of orthogonality in the instruction set architecture.
From this point of view other real processors (MIPS, Alpha, etc) or a purpose-designed
teaching processor (with its simulator) would be a better choice (see [4][6] for discussions on
this topic).

However, the advantages of i80x86 are also clear:
A PC is cheap and it its the equipment currently available in our labs because it is widely
used in other courses.
The PCs allow to write programs that access directly to the controller register, and that
control the interrupt mechanism.
The PCs are used in the labs of courses on operating systems and computer networks.
Although most of the code developed in these labs is written in high level language,
students should understand perfectly the i80x86 segmented model of memory
organization.
The third controversy point is the separation of the material related to input/output into two
parts (software and hardware viewpoints) to be covered in two different courses (Computer
Structure I and Computer Structure II). Some people argue that the software viewpoint cannot
be assimilated without its hardware counterpart. However, we believe that it is good to
concentrate the hardware aspects of basic computer architecture in a course that is only
optional to the ETG degree. In addition, it is good to force the students to understand and use
the machine at a certain level of abstraction without the knowledge of the implementation
details. This is frequent and necessary in many disciplines of computer science.
Finally, another controversy point is on the contents of the course Computer Architecture.
Some people argue that there are too many new concepts in the current proposal for this course
and propose to move the material related to multiprocessor organization to the course
Architectures for Supercomputing. In this way, Computer Architecture would be a course on
single processor advanced architecture while Architectures for Supercomputing would be
basically a course on parallel machines. In our opinion, small scale multiprocessor
organization is something to be found in near future workstations. Therefore, the right place
for this material is the Modern Computer Architecture block. Moreover, the material can be
easily built upon the concepts of bus and cache organization, to be covered in detail in the
previous course Computer Structure II.
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